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Grounds workers Nick Varady, BIii Port and Kert Mac Laughlin pull out the destroyed 
sculplure7 from the pond In front of Founders and Alumni Hall. Amett said she plans 
to rebulld her sculpture before Oct. 12. I Photo by Rebehka Blake/Alestle 
Annual block party 
brings buses of 
students to vendors 
VICTORIA MIZEL 
Alestle Reporter 
With high hopes for a night of fun 
and freebies, SIUE students piled into a 
campus shuttle and endured an uncom-
fortably close, jostling ride into town for 
the night. 
Students and vendors joined to.cele-
brate community at the 13th annual SIUE 
Welcome Back Block Party Friday night in 
downtown Edwardsville. 
The event featured a live band, rock 
wall, arts-and-crafts booths from local 
businesses with merchandise to sell, and 
free food and games with plenty of prizes 
to be won. 
Freshman Stephanie Engel, of Au• 
rora, said she was looking forward to a 
night out of her dorm room. Engel said 
she heard about the party on campus and 
had seen fliers for it but was let down by 
the actual event. 
'They were amping it up a lot more 
[ than it has turned out to be]," Engel said. 
·Freshman Katherine Eickmeier, of 
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Monticello, said she was hoping for more 
from the block party as well. 
"[I was expecting] more free food," 
Eickmeier said. 
The friends agreed that they enjoyed 
the night, despite their initial disappoint-
ment and were pleased to leave with a few 
free flying discs. 
CAB Assistant Director Michelle 
Welter has seen an increase in attendance 
over the years, and this year was no differ-
ent. Last year, the block party drew 3,200 
people. This year, the number reached 
nearly 4,000. 
''We definitely noticed more SIUE 
students there this year, especially as it got 
later into the evening, so we were really ex· 
cited to have more students there because 
that's what this is for. It's for the students," 
Welter said. 
Not only did the block party draw 
SIUE students but local businesses as well. 
From Scott Credit Union to Edison's En-
tertainment Complex, Edwardsville's small 
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Vandals destroy campus art 
A summer's worth of student work thrown into pond 
ROGER STARKEY 
Alestle Op inion Editor 
Six hundred hours of work on a project 
that may have helped launch an SIDE stu-
dent's career was destroyed by vandals 
overnight Saturday. 
Senior studio art major Amanda Arnett, 
of Athens, found her sculpture in the pond 
in front of Founders and Alumni H all at 
about 4 :30 p .m. Sunday. Arnett had last 
checked on the sculpture at 8:00 p.m. Satur-
day. 
Arnett, who has scoliosis and received 
treatment as a result of working 1 7-hou r 
days on the cement-like material, said she 
was distraught when she saw that vand als 
had destroyed a work of art that had taken 
an entire summer to create. 
" I cried for about an hour, then I just 
stared for a -while, then I called the police," 
Arnett said. 
Lieutenant Kevin Schmoll said the in-
vestigation is hampered by a lack of physical 
evidence. 
"The sculptures were thrown into the 
water, so there was no evidence we could 
collect," Schmoll said. ''We would appreciate 
if anyone would come forward with any in• 
formation." 
Two events took place on campus Satur-
day evening, and many students were in at-
tendance. 
The women's volleyball team played a 
match at the Vadalabene Center and the 
Greek community hosted the Foam Party on 
the Stratton Quadrangle. Schmoll sa id police 
were present at the Foam Party. 
Arnett's sculpture of a man and woman 
sitting on a park bench facing the pond wa~ 
part of the Sculpture on Campus program, 
which brings in a guest artist each year to 
judge and critique student's sculptures. 
T he project required Arnett to work 
outside d uring the extreme heat of summer. 
She compared the incident to destroying 
someone's senior thesis but is determined to 
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Great teache r receives award 
David Kaplan honored by SIUE Alumni Association 
ROGER STARKEY 
Alestle Opinion Editor 
There are rare individuals who are so adept 
at a profession that discussions of greatness start 
with who is second best. SIUE physics professor 
David Kaplan, winner of the SIUE Alumni As· 
sociation's 2012 Great Teacher Award, may be 
one of those individuals. 
Senior physics major Ryan Bauer, of O'Fal-
lon, Mo., is sure that Kaplan belongs in this cat-
egory. 
"His ability to teach is the best Pve seen," 
Bauer said. "lbere is nothing to compare him 
to." 
Physics Department Chairman AbdullatifY 
Hamad would not find this praise surprising. 
"H e seeks perfection in his teaching," 
H amad said. "He doesn't just know the infor-
mation, he really thinks about what he will say 
to the students so they will understand." 
Steve Jankowski, Executive Director of the 
SIUE Alumni Association, said one of the rea-
sons Kaplan won the 2012 Great Teacher Award 
was the number of nominations he received. 
"He had been consistently nominated over 
a four-year period by several alumni," Jankowski 
said. ''The impact he had was consistent." 
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Attendees dance to 'Cupid Shuffle' at the Welcome Back Block Party. 
I Photo by Michelle Beard/ Alestle 
Kentucky Knife Fight Men's soccer knocks Check out photos 
returns to the place r' off ranked opponent I.a.I from Wednesda·, 's where it a ll began Volunteer Fair a= 
c::::t 
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Vital poison keeps Chemistry Department busy 
Graduate, undergraduate students team up with University of Oklahoma 
DAVID PRUITT 
Alestle Reporter 
It plays a key role in managing blood pressure 
and fighting infections, but if it is not managed 
correctly, it becomes poison in the human body 
This compound is nitric oxide and Chemistry 
Department Chair Michael Shaw find it fascinat-
mg. 
"[Nitric oxide] is a highly reactive molecule. 
It's a poison and is a component of smog. You 
would think it would be a bad thing, but in the 
body it's managed really well," Shaw said. "It's a 
poison that you can't live without." 
The Chemistry Department was recently 
awarded an $81,231 grant from the National Sci-
ence Foundation to fW1d ~ three-year project 
studying nitric oxide and its effects on organisms. 
Shaw will direct a team of undergraduate and 
graduate students on the project and will be 
working in collaboration with University of Ok-
lahoma's Chemi try Chair George Richter-Addo. 
According to Shaw, the research does not in-
volve the use of blood or living organisms. He is 
able to do all of his research with synthetic com-
poW1ds and is hoping to use the funding to cata-
logue the molecule's interaction with other 
molecules in the body. 
"[I want] a systematic library of similar com-
pounds so that we can look at how structure af-
fects the physical properties in reactivity," Shaw 
said. 
The research will also study the important 
role that electrons play on the molecules and how 
that could have an effect on the body. 
This is the second grant Shaw and Richter-
Addo have collaborated on involving nitric oxide. 
In 2008, the pair worked on a successful but more 
narrow study. This follow up grant will allow 
Shaw to expand the research to include more mol-
ecules in the nitric oxide family. 
"Between me and George [R ichter-Addo], 
we have had 20 papers from that [first study], and 
that means a training of 20 individuals," Shaw 
said. "These individuals will be going on for their 
PhDs or working in the industry." 
The grant is Shaw's fourth overall. He has 
been able to bring in over $2 million dollars to 
the university. He said the NSF funding helps 
bring needed equipment and research opportW1i-
ties to SIDE. 
"A successful grant proposal will bring in re-
sources to tl1e university and the faculty mem-
bers," Shaw said. 
Sophomore chemistry major Dylan Perry, of 
Swansea, is one undergraduate student assisting 
Shaw with the research. Perry feels that Shaw and 
the grants he receives bring a lot to me Chemistry 
Department and its students. 
"Grant money is certainly good when you 
have vacuum tubes that cost $1,000 a piece," 
Perry said. "These grants help Dr. Shaw get stu-
dents into me research process as soon as possible 
because the more experience mey can get, the 
more it will help them down the road in their 
chemistry work." 
Chemistry graduate student Pearl Ashitey; of 
Ghana, Africa, said the grants where necessary for 
helping her continue her education. 
"It helps us get all me things that we need to 
make this research go on; things like glassware 
and compounds or regents mat we need in order 
to move on wim this research mat we are doing," 
Ashitey said. "The resources [Shaw] gets help us 
a lot and he guides us on what to do and what not 
to do." 
According to Shaw, SIDE also benefits from 
its partnership with the University of Oklahoma. 
"One of the things mat NSF likes is that we 
have a big PhD school and masters, W1dergradu-
ates working together," Shaw said. "The grant ba-
sicalJy brings in a whole pipeline of students ." 
Da vid Pruitt can be reached a t dpruitt@alestlelive .com 
or 650-3527. Follow @Dav/dPruitt4. 
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Couga r Welcome 2 012 
Welcome to the start af fall -mester at SIUE . •. 
join us for these events when you are not attending classes! 
Thursday, Augus t 30, 2 0 12 
Voter Registration 
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM 
Next to lnformcuion Desk, 
MorTis University Center 
Kimmel Leadership Center 
Friday, August 31, 2012 
Ice Cream Cabaret 
1J :30 AM - 1:00 PM 
Cost : Students w/ valid STUE ID: $.HK) 
Faculty /St<1ff: $5.00 
Enjoy lunchdn1e entertain111ent 
performed in ,, cab,,ret style setting 
wirh faculty. staff and stuchm1s! 
Rring you r lunch or pun.:hase 
100,1. ,rnd build yom own sundae. 
Proceeds support the Staff Senate 
Scholarship. Gre~t door prizPs! 
Meri.J.liar, Hal/mom. 
Morn, Unwcrsay Center 
SW/I Senate 
Watch for these upcoming events! 
September - Declaralion Month 
R~·,urning s1ud<'lllS c.m <Imp hy 
f\CJ.de-1nic Advising on Mond"ty~ 
Thursdilys from l:00 PM 4 :00 PM 
during the month of Septt>tnb('r to 
check their eligibility and declare 
their major. 
No ~,ppointrnent is nL't~essary. 
AccuietruC Aclu1si11~ 
Stuclnlt Sacrcss ( ·entt.·1: Roo1n J220 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 
Phi Kappa Psi Glow Party 
A:00 PM -12:00 AM 
Join the men of Phi Kappa Psi ior 
,m out,1oor glow~in the dark dance 
p,1r1y with live musk. 
Stmuon Q1w.dmngle 
l'h1 Kappa Psi Frater1111y 
Friday, September 7, 2012 
Delta Lambda Phi Drag Show 
7:00 PM 
Join us for the 6th Annual Award 
Winning Delta Lambda Phi Drag 
Show with top performers from the 
Metro East area. This is a spectacle 
not 10 be missed! For mature 
audiences only. 
Admission charge required. 
Mendia" Ballroom. 
Morris University Cenrer 
.. Take Mc Out To The Ballgame!" 
7:15 PM 
Join the fun of SIUE night a t 
Rusch Stad ium for the St Louis 
Cardinals vs. Milwaukee Brewers 
b,Jseball game. 
Cost: Studems: $12.00 
F-aculty, staff •• 111<1 genernl public: $14.00 
Ticker, at>alin/Jlc at the f11fomumon 
Desk ill Morris llnivers,ty Cemcr 
Co.mpus Activities Boan/ 
Saturday, September 8, 2012 
Morning Volunteer Pmjects 
Come get involved! 
Sign 11p in the 
Kimmel Lea,Jersh,p Center 
Moms Umvcrs1ty Cemer 
Monday - Saturday, 
September IO - 15, 2012 
Sorority Rcc1-uit1nent 
J-"raternity Recruitment 
I0:00 AM - 2:00 PM each day 
ln/Onnation table irl Goshen 
Lounse, lVIorris Un wersity Cemer 
Greek U(e 
Saturday, September 15, 2012 
Morning Volunteer Projects 
Come get involved! 
Sign up in the 
Kimmel Leadership Center 
Morris University Center 
Thursday, Septembe1· 20, 2012 
Sigma Pi Pig Roast 
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM . 
Join the men of Sigma P i for tl1eir 
A1mual Pig Roast and Lt1au on the 
Quad. FREE music and food . 
B.mds and inflatable games 
throughout the Quall. 
Stmtwn Q11n.clmngle 
Sigma P1 Fra ternity 
Monday - Saturday, 
October 8-13, 2012 
Homecoming 
For a full schedule or events, 
be sure to check out 
$iuc.cdu/homecoming 
Friday - Sunday, 
October 19 - 21, 2012 
family Weekend 
Students and families may registt>r 
for Family W'eekend on-line at 
s1ue.edu/f,1mily 
A11 events .. ue free unlL's~ ntlu.•rwise 
noted. Contacl the Kinuuel 
fA'ddership Center dt 618.650.2686 
for n1ore inforn1aliou or visit 
~iue.edu/cab. AIJ events arl) 
subjec110 change. 
Cougar Welcome is sponsored by 
the c..,mpus Activities Board. 
Chemistry graduate student Abulghasem Bakhoda, of Tehran.Iran, and 
Peart Ashltey, of Ghane, Africa, conduct experiments In one of the chem-
istry labs. I Photo by Rebehka Blake/ Alestle 
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business community provided activ-
ities and information booths for the 
crowds. 
Caffe Avanti was one of the 
many Edwardsville businesses to 
share its goods and services and has 
been participating since they opened 
in Edwardsville three years ago. 
Employee Sarah Penrod 
worked the booth this year, and saw 
the gathering as extremely beneficial 
for the community. 
"In one street, it's a microcosm 
of the whole town," Penrod said. 
Smash Band, the night's live 
entertainment, agreed that the ben-
efits of Edwardsville's block party 
are undeniable. Smash Band per-
forms across the Midwest area. 
Mark Huth, who plays saxophone, 
said he and the band were very ex-
cited to be performing for the block 
party this year. 
'"Ibis is always positive," Hum 
said. "People don't have to pay for 
it. They can just step out of their 
house, come out and enjoy: You 
know, how could you beat that?" 
According to Welter, next years 
block party will look similar, though 
the attractions will change as the 
community does. 
"We're hoping to continue to 
find new things that will attract stu-
dents and the community to come 
out and interact with each other and 
get to really see downtown Ed-
wardsville as well," Welter said. 
Victoria Mize/ can be reached at 
vmizel@alestlelive.com or 6EiJ-3527. 
Social School can get you 
straights C's this semester 
s s 0 E C Calm, l I F A 
s M l Confident 
E A M 
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Leaving misconceptions in the dust 
Motorcycle Club welcomes everyone from 
beginners to seasoned riders and nonriders 
ASHLEY SEERING 
Alestle Lifestyles Editor 
The SIUE Motorcycle Club is out to prove 
that bikers are not the reckless rebels of the road 
that society makes them out to be. 
Club President Erik Neeley, a senior com-
puter engineering major from Edwardsville, said 
safety is the club's number one priority. 
"[The club] is designed to promote motor-
cycle safety among campus and among the com-
munity and help people who are interested in 
riding feel like it's a safe thing for them to do," 
Neeley said. "[We also] help people who don't 
ride understand how they should react to mo-
torcycles on the road." 
The club is new to the university, having 
only formed las t spring, and currently has 22 
members. 
''We had a few rides over the summer, just 
getting small groups together, but not many 
people were here on campus," Neeley said. "Re-
cently, we just had an election for our new offi-
cers. That's really the most we've done so far, 
but we've got a lot of ideas coming up." 
Neeley said the club is working on events 
Like fundraisers, rides and even events for those 
who want to join the club but do not have a mo-
torcycle. 
''We are in the process of trying to find ac-
tivities that don't involve motorcycles," Neeley 
said. "We really want people who don't have 
motorcycles to feel like they can still be active in 
the club and still have fun ." 
Club advisor and criminal justice professor 
Matt Petrocelli said former president and SIUE 
alumnus Erick Cowick got him involved. 
"[Cowick] was a student of mine who asked 
me to act as the advisor," Petrocelli said. "Our 
goal is to o rganize people \\ ho like to ride mo-
torcvclcs . '' 
for tho\e who do not have a bike but arc 
interested in getting one, Neeley said he is will-
ing to offer advice. 
"Anybody who has questions are more than 
welcome to come to the club and I'll answer all 
I can," Neeley said. 
Vice president Elizabeth Symons, a sopho-
more nursing major from Sosterburg, said the 
goal of the club is simple. 
"It's a great way to just find somebody to 
ride with," Sosterburg said. "People tend to 
have a lot of misconceptions about motorcy-
clists." 
Symons, who has been riding for a year, got 
her license after she turned 18 and passed the 
Motorcycle Safety Course, which is offered 
through SIUC. 
Neeley said the club is also working with 
area dealerships to get discounts on motorcycle 
merchandise and other free gear. As for bikes, 
Neeley owns two completely different types of 
animal. 
"I have a 2007 Yamaha R6 and a 2007 
H onda Shadow. When I was thinking about 
which ones I wanted, I wanted to get two com-
pletely different ones because, as the president, 
I wanted to understand all the different mem-
bers," Neeley said. "One's a crotch rocket, and 
one's a cruiser." 
Neeley said the club is made up of a very di-
verse group, so everyone can feel like they be-
long. 
''We've got guys [in the club] that ride full 
blown crotch rockets like I do and the guys that 
have the in-between bikes," Neeley said. "We 
even have one guy right now who's got a big, 
classic chopper. It really makes it interesting at 
events when we're such a diverse group." 
For more information, visit the club's Face-
book page at facebook.com/groups/SIUEMC. 
Ashley Seering con be reached at oseering@atestle-
live.com or 650-3531 . Fo//ow@AshleySeering. 
~ ollawood *Tan 
Mystic $15 
l week with upgrade $9.99 
Get $20 lotion with 8 visits 
or 30 day unlimited $19. 9~ 
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restore her work before Sculp-
ture on Campus begins Oct. 12. 
"I don't know if I'll have 
time with a full course load," Ar-
nett said. "I really want to get it 
done. I can win $250-$1,000 as 
part of the program." 
If Arnett is not able to 
recreate her work before Oct. 
12, she will miss what sculpture 
professor Thad Duhigg called a 
unique college experience. 
"I don't know of another 
university with a program that 
brings in a nationally or interna-
tionally known artist to spend 
time with the students and dis-
cuss their work," Duhigg said. 
According to Duhigg, 
sculptures such as Arnett's are 
very valuable on resumes. 
The Alestle // 3 
"Large scale images really 
give students a leg up for jobs or 
getting accepted at graduate 
schools," Duhigg said. 
Arnett said the man and 
woman sculptures each weighed 
between 100 and 150 pounds. 
The 300-pound bench onto 
which they were affixed with 
concrete epoxy was turned on its 
side. 
"It had to be several peo-
ple," Arnett said. "I just want to 
get whoever did this. " 
Duhigg would like the van-
dals to be accountable for their 
actions. 
"I just hope someone will 
have the courage to step for-
ward," Duhigg said. 
Roger Starkey con be reached at 
rstorkey@olestlelive.com or 650-
3527. Fotlow@roger_J_storkey. 
Amett sits on the bench she created, which was tipped over by vandals 
Saturday. I Photo by Rebehka Bloke/ Alest le 
23 Junction Drive Ste. A • Glen Carbon, ll 62034 
(618) 656-8266 Ebox for Sale 
Dr. ~athryn Followell 
welcomes patients 
to her 
FAMILY MEDICINE PRACTICE 
••••••••• 
MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
including UHC Secure Horizons 
Essence & Medicare 
Wcdncsda) 
Office Hours at 
Express Care Building 
159 E. MacArthur 
Bethalto. IL 
68 12 State Route 162 • Suite 204 
lVlaryville, IL 62062 
(attached to Anderson Hospital) 
_JI 
Great Business Opportunity 
w/ Amazing Benefits 
Passive Revenue Stream $$$ 
Low Maintenance - High Return $$$ 
• Be Your Own Boss $$$ 
Interested in owning Ebox? Email: 
info@ebox4siue.com 
.... 
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To Kaplan, who said teaching is the cen-
ter of his life, such praise may seem unwar-
ranted. 
"The best way people learn is by teach-
ing them elve . I try to act as a guide in that 
process, to facilitate them figuring things out 
for themselves," Kaplan said. "It is a great 
privilege to be able to act as a guide in that 
respect." 
A discussion about teaching with Ka-
plan can quickly turn from what he does in 
the classroom to his concern with children 
obtaining the knowledge necessary to main-
tain a functioning society. 
Kaplan said that leaders of future gener-
ations must be scientifically literate. They 
need to understand something about the sci-
entific process and that scientists arrive at 
their ideas and conclusions partly through 
critical thinking. 
"Io order to be a functioning society, to 
be a member of modern society, it is neces-
sary to have an idea of how to distinguish be-
tween what is true and false and not believe 
everything that you hear," Kaplan said · 
Scientific literaC)~ Kaplan believes, can 
be obtained by exposing children to scientific 
and creative ideas, as well as critical thinking, 
early in their lives. 
"Young people, by natw-e, have great 
imagination and great intrinsic "interest in 
how the universe works," Kaplan said. ''If we 
can maintain the excitement they have as 
young children, they will keep it into adult-
hood and will be in a position to understand 
scientific ideas much more readily with this 
early exposw-e." 
According to Kaplan, the key to keeping 
young people interested in science is by ex-
posing the human element of science. Kaplan 
said that the scientific progress is typically de-
picted in te>..1:books and jow-nals as a logical 
progression and does not expose the 
www.alesllelive.com Thursday,August30,2012 
hunches, guesses and false starts that are part 
of the process. 
''If we tell the truth, at least part of the 
human story of how these discoveries came 
or were thought of, following so many false 
starts, then it becomes a human endeavor, 
Like any other human endeavor, and they can 
relate to it," Kaplan said. 
The discussion about his future snidents 
shows the passion Kaplan has for teaching 
and the learning process. Kaplan believes that 
learning is often a product of repetition 
rather than epiphany. 
When Kaplan was about 5-years-old, his 
father bought him a record player and a sci-
ence record for kids. Kaplan was fascinated 
by how the record player worked, so he lis-
tened to the record repeatedly, even though 
he did not understand it. After a large num-
ber of repetitions, the information started to 
sink in. 
Kaplan believes his childhood experi-
ence is similar to how many people learn. 
''Learning isn't always accomplished in 
a linear way; it's sometimes a spiral process," 
Kaplan said. ''You can think at the time that 
you don't understand, but yow- subconscious 
mind is working on it, and then at yow- nex'1: 
exposure, it's a little easier and so on." 
According to Bauer, Kaplan is very pas-
sionate about ensw-ing his students are learn-
ing. 
"At the end of the last class I had with 
him, he was very upset that he couldn't cover 
all of the material that he wanted to for the 
semester, so he gave a 15-minute speech to 
apologize to us," Bauer said. ''You could feel 
the connection he had with each student and 
how much he wanted us to learn." 
Roger Starkey can be reached at 
rstarkey@alestlelive.com or 650-3527. Follow 
@roger_j_ starkey. 
Physics professor David Kaplan receives Great Teocher Award from SIUE. 
I Photo by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle 
SIUE Day is a Fac11lty '-~ Staff fundraising drive to 
enct.mrage pa.rticipation in defining excellence for 
onr students. llTliversity and region. 
Defining Excellence 
THE CAMPAIGN FOR SIUE 
At SHJE, we believe in saying "Yes." 
Yes to affordable education. 
Yes to academic excellence. 
Yes to improving our region. 
Test your SlUE Knowledge 
Complete the Jumble in your 
SIUE Day packet. Answers 
submitted correctly by 
September 14, 2012 will be 
entered in a drawing to win 
an iPad 3! 
find us on 
Facebook 
for Mere Information Contact, 
Julie Babington, Director of Annual Giving 
SIUE Foundation, C.1mp11s Box 1082 
Edw.udsville, IL 62026-1082 
TEL: 618.650.2378 
E-mail jbabing@siue.edu ,. C U N D 
• • 
Questions or comments regarding this section? 
Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week! 
Polls, message boards and more at www .alestlelive.com 10100 Contact Opinion Editor Roger Starkey at 650-3524 or oplnlon@alestlelive.com. 
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Alestle Program Director 
Letters to the Editor Policy: 
The editors, staff and 
publishers of the Alestle 
believe in the free exchange 
of Ideas, concerns and 
opinions and will publish as 
many letters as possible . 
Letters may be submitted at 
the Alestle office located in 
the Morris University Center, 
Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
oplnion@alestlelive.com. 
All hard copy letters should be 
typed and double-spaced. 
Letters should be no longer 
than 500 words. lnclucfe 
phone number, signature, 
class rank and major. 
We reserve the right to edit 
letters for grammar and 
content. Core will be taken to 
ensure that the letter 's 
message is not lost or altered. 
Letters to the editor wil l not be 
printed anonymously except 
under extreme c ircumstances. 
We reserve the right 
to reject letters. 
About the Alestle: 
One copy of the Alestle Is free . 
Additional copies 
c ost ~1 each. 
The Aleslle is a member of the 
Illinois College Press 
Association, the Associa ted 
Collegiate Press, Student Press 
Low Center, College 
Newspaper, Business & 
Advertising Managers. 
The name Alestle is on 
acronym derived from the 
names of the three campus 
locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville: Alton, 
East St . Louis and 
Edwardsville . 
The Alestle is published on 
Thursdays in print and on 
Tuesdays online during the fall 
and spring semesters. A print 
. edition is available 
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Write a letter 




Smoking is bad, propaganda is worse 
The District of Columbia 
Circuit Court ruled on Aug. 24 
that the federal government 
cannot require tobacco companies 
to include graphic anti-smoking 
labels on their packages. 
In a 2-1 ruling, the court 
found that the «FDA failed to 
present any data - much less the 
substantial evidence... showing 
that enacting their proposed 
graphic warnings will accomplish 
the agency's stated objective of 
reducing smoking rates." 
According to the Wall Street 
Journal, a federal appeals court 
ruled the opposite way in a March 
ruling, setting the stage for a 
possible Supreme Court review of 
the case. 
Cigarette packing should not 
have graphic warning labels, even 
if the FDA can prove that they 
reduce smoking rates. The federal 
government should not attempt to 
willfully destroy companies 
engaged in legal activities . In a 
free-market system, companies 
should not be required to put 
themselves out of business. 
American robacco companies 
have a history of hiding the fact 
that cigarette smoking is addictive, 
kills smokers and adversely affects 
the health of those consistently 
exposed to cigarette smoke. Many 
people died as a result of the 
companies' lies and the 
government's lax oversight. 
Tobacco companies are now 
required to actively inform the 
public about the harmful effects of 
their product. Armed with this 
knowledge, many people still 
choose to smoke themselves tO 
death. 
Warning messages on tobacco 
product packaging was necessary 
and will continue to be necessary. 
Anti-smoking campaigns, 
spearheaded by the federal 
government, are in the best 
interest of d1e public because 
smoking related illnesses cost 
taxpayers millions of dollars every 
year. 
According to the Associated 
Press, more than 40 countries or 
jurisdictions have graphic 
warnings on their cigarette 
packing similar to those propped 
by the FDA. These countries are 
following the logic that their 
citizens, no matter how well 
informed, should not be left to 
make decisions on their own. 
There are some in the U.S 
who also believe that the majority 
of the population should be told 
how to act because they are 
incapable of making informed 
decisions. 
We believe that it is the duty 
of U.S. governmental bodies to 
inform the public and regulate 
industry. If the government 
determines that a product is 
excessively harmful to the public, 
the product should be made 
illegal. 
The reality is that tobacco 
products cannot be made illegal. 
To do so would return us to the 
days of prohibition. The 
government has to accept this 
reality and not choose which law-
abiding companies they want to 
destroy, even if d1ey believe it to 
be in the public's best interest. 
The Alestle con be reached ot 
opinion@otestlelive.com or 650-3525. 
Follow @TheAtestte. 
Ca-ndidates spend big on ads, ignore the needy 
Mitt Romney launched his 
presidential campaign more than a 
year ago. Many say· that President 
Barack O bama started his re-
election campaign just after he was 
sworn into office nearly four year 
ago. 
They estimated that amount of 
money could feed 9 .2 million 
malnourished children for 50 
days, immunize 29 million 
children for life or provide clean 
water for 500 million children for 
40 days. 
The Center Many polls show that a vast 
Responsive majori ty of voters already know 
who they will vote for 
,------------ -, in November. 
Roger Starkey All of 
Opinion Editor this information leads me to 
- ---------1 a very obvious 
Politics predicts that the 2012 
presidcntial race alone will cost 
$2.5 billion, the most expensive in 
histOl')c 
NBC News reccntly reported 
that Obama and Romney have 
already combined to spend over 
$500 million on radio and TV 
advertisements for the election. 
question : Why is so much money 
wasted over such a long period of 
time when d1e money could be 
used to help so many in need? 
The American public will 
now be subjected to nearl y two 
months of advertising in which 
tl1e candidates will openly fl irt 
with dishonesty when describing 
their opponent. When not 
running attack advertisements, the 
candidates will provide as few 
details as possible regarding their 
own positions on the issues. This 
exercise in futility will cost $2 
billion, the vast major' ,y funded 
by dona.tion from wealthy 
individuals, corporatio ns and 
unions. 
If either cand idate was serious 
about helping Americam, they 
would stop this frivolous 
spending, return the money from 
their "campaign wa r chests" and 
ask their supporters to donate the 
remrned money to a more worthy 
cause. 
T he candidates could also 
have chosen to accept the $20 
million in campaign financing the 
American public generously 
donates d1rough their tax remrns 
each year. The problem for 
Romney and O bama is that 
option would restrict them to 
spending only $20 million dollars, 
plus the annual cost-of-living 
adjustment, 111 d1e general 
election. 
Instead, O bama and Romney 
will continue to spend billiom 
without shame while mill ions of 
the Americans thcr claim to be 
fighting for arc struggling to feed 
rhctr families and pay rent. 
I will choose to abstain from 
voting. If more people joined me, 
mavbc futun: candidates would 
redirect monev to those for whom 
they claim to be championing. 
Roger Starkey con be reached ot 
rstorkev@olestlelive.com or 650-3525. 
Follow Roger@rogerj_ storkey. 
. Should cigarette packages have graphic anti-smoking labels? 
Answer our poll on www.alestlelive.com! 
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Kentucky Knife Fight returned to the Stagger Inn recently to perform one of three yearly shows In the band's hometown. KKF currently has two full-length albums and a live EP that was 
recorded at Stagger. They are planning to release a new album by the end of the year, which will be availble at kentuckyknlfeflght.net. I Photo by Kalin Haydon/Alestle 
LEXI CORTES 
A/estle Managing Editor 
Kentucky Knife Fight is made 
up of five guys who played together 
for the first time on the Stagg r Inn 
Again stage back when they at-
tended STIJE. Now, they're a pop-
ular St. Louis band and despite their 
growing tour schedule, they still 
find time to come back to where it 
all started three times a year. 
Jason Holler sings vocals with 
Curt Brewer and Nate Jones on gui-
tar, Jason Koenig on bass and James 
Baker on drums. 
What's a Kentucky Knife Fight? 
According to the band, Ken-
tucky Knife Fight is a name that 
stuck when it was brought up at 
practice. Brewer said some fans will 
tell you it's more than that, because 
it accurately describes their sound. 
''If you take those three words 
and affix them to our sound, maybe 
it would give you a dear depiction 
of what you're going to endure, po-
tentially," Brewer said. 
TI1c slightly twangy style of the 
blues-influenced band is a combina-
tion of alJ the band mcmlxrs, with 
some song~ fcan1ring a harmonica 
,md a banjo. Holler said his lyrics arc 
supported by music put together 
with the band's fans in mind. 
"Even though some of our 
songs arc moody and dark, they're 
all still easy to dance to," Holler 
said. "I find that, at our shows, peo-
ple in the audience dance the whole 
time. I think wh~n we're writing 
songs, we're really conscious of 
whether or not people can dance to 
it. I feel like, at a very basic level, 
people just want to dance.'' 
Far from failure, with fans to 
prove it 
Holler said no matter how 
many times KKF perfonns, he 
never gets used to seeing and hear-
ing the auruence sing along with 
their songs. 
"It's not something that you 
get used to," Holler said. "It's kind 
of nerve-wracking, because then 
you're like, 'Oh man, I hope I don't 
screw up these lyrics because every-
body knows them."' 
Because Roller's lyrics are de-
rived from his own experiences, he 
said it is truly humbling when they 
have an effect on someone else's life. 
"When I think about the con-
rutions in which I wrote some of 
these songs, rm like, 'I recall writing 
that song, and it was 3 a.m. and I 
was living alone and I drank about 
half a bottle of wine in my under-
wear, just kind of shuffiing around 
the apartment trying to write this 
out,"' Holler said. ''Here I am now, 
in Dallas, Texas, and all of these 
people are singing along with it. 
They identify with it on a level that 
I never even figured it could 
acliicve." 
It all started with an open mic 
night 
Before thcv had li,,c videos on-
line or fam .1t ;_II, KKF was just a 
group of struggling musicims with 
four songs who decided to sign up 
for Staggcr's Stmday open mic 
night. After drawing a crowd on 
several occasions, Holler said man-
agement at Stagger asked the guys 
if they'd be interested in playing a 
weekend. 
"For a long time, Stagger Itm 
really only had one band that would 
play all night Saturday, which is fine 
and dandy, but it's not so great for 
an up-and-coming band with only 
four songs," Holler said. "We had 
to hire -other people that had other 
bands to play with us like you 
would see at a real venue." 
Now. the band plays to a 
packed house of familiar faces at 
Stagger three times a year: once in 
August, once before Christmas 
break and again in May. Holler said 
these performances have become 
special events because Stagger 
meant so much to them back then. 
"Living in Edwardsville, I went 
to art school and I didn't really find 
there to be a whole lot of bars and 
places that I felt really welcomed," 
Holler said. "Stagger Inn became 
that kind of refuge where I knew I 
could go find my artsy friends and 
geek out over the things that we re-
ally love." 
Wild sights and memorable 
nights 
KKF stays busy with tours all 
over the country. They are looking 
forward to playing the MidPoint 
Music Festival in Cincinnati and 
opening for Reverend Horton 
Heat, an idol of theirs in Spring-
field. Holler said playing in new 
places always reminds him why he 
wanted to be a musician. 
''There was a reason why I 
gravitated toward being in a band 
over being a paintt:r," Holler said. 
''There's this in1mcruate response 
you get. When you're a painter, you 
just kind of sl,n-c away for months 
and mund1s for a show, tl1en \'OU 
have your show. You walk a{vay 
from it, [and] you're still not really 
sure ifit was a good show. Being in 
a band, [it's] pretty apparent when 
you have a good show." 
Holler said a fellow musician 
once offered him advice on how to 
deal with shows that aren't as well-
attended and that has become a 
motto the band tries to live by. 
"He said, 'You can't blame all 
the people who came for all the 
people who didn't come.' It's cer-
tainly easy to have a good time 
when you're in a room of 500 peo-
ple, but it becomes more of a chal-
len~ when you're in a room of 10," 
Holler said. "You just have to do it 
and remember why you 're doing 
it." 
In their time on the road, they 
said performing never feels like 
work. One of the perks that comes 
with traveling in their 16-passenger 
white van are the oddities they often 
run into along the way, according to 
Holler. 
'There's a truck stop outside 
Baton Rouge, La., that actually has 
a live tiger on the premises," Holler 
said. "You can go look at this thing. 
It's running around a cage. You just 
run across these things that you just 
had no idea about like, 'I can't be-
lieve this exists, and I've never heard 
about this."' 
A love letter to the city of St. 
Louis 
Holler said touring is great, but 
KKF gets opportunities to perform 
in the band's hometown and they 
didn't have to move to a big city to 
feel welcomed as musicians because 
St. Louis is a great place to be a 
band. 
"Bands have this perception 
that if you're not a band from 
ashville, Brookl)11, Austin, Seattll:, 
L.A., then there\ no hope," Holler 
said. "I d1ink St. Louis has been re-
ally nurturing of what we do .md 
what we continue to do. We have a 
growing ,rnd loyal fan base." 
According to Baker, St. Louis 
is a great city becall\C it's cheap wid1 
plenty of places to play and practice, 
along with a vibrant art and music 
scene. 
"We have 350,000 people in 
St. Louis, 2 million in the area. 
Think of how many venues there 
are," Baker said. 'There's way big-
ger cities that have way less and way 
worse venues than we have. I think 
it's a special place to be for sure." 
KKF recently released a music 
video for their song ''Love the 
Lonely," which showcases the grit-
tier parts of St. Louis along ,vith the 
ruversity and beauty of the people 
who live there, according to Holler. 
"Our video is a bit of a love let-
ter in itself and a bit of a love letter 
to the city, but not just focusing in 
on all the things that are so nice and 
perfect to look at all the time," 
Holler said. "I wanted to kind of 
veer [ toward] darker aspects of the 
city that I came to fall in love with 
having lived in the city for a while." 
Making music out of misbe-
havior 
KKF currendy has two full-
length albums and a live EP that 
was recorded at Stagger. There is 
also a third album in the works. 
"A good portion of it is a lot 
more focused on crime stories," 
Holler said. 'The songs were writ-
ten in a lot shorter period, so it's not 
so schizophrenic and all over the 
place as it would be if you were 
writing songs over the course of 
three years, which was the case with 
our albU111S prior." 
Holler said living and working 
in "the most dangerous city'' has 
constant reminders about negative 
d1in~rs like crime, whid1 i where the 
in\piration came from, but thi~ 
album won't be based on .my m1c 
stories. 
The albwn should be available 
before the new \'Car ,md KK.F will 
keeps fans updat~ on their website, 
kentuckyknifefight.net. 
In the meantin1e, Holler ~aid 
they will continue to do what they 
can to grow as a band. 
'We're just going to continue 
setting the bar higher and higher for 
ourselves," Holler said. We're just 
going to continue fighting the good 
fight." 
Lexi Cortes can be reached at 
ocorles@alestfeflve.com or 6SJ-3531 . 
Follow Lexi @lex;_ corles. 
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Students offered chance at .,Fame' 
Theater department prepares for fall music·a1. 
DAVID PRUITT 
Atestte Reporter 
The SIUE Theater Depart-
ment recently held auditions for 
the award-winning musical 
"Fame." 
"Fame" follows the journeys 
of a group of students through 
their four years at a performing 
art high school in New York 
Citv. 
, Theater and Dance Depart-
ment Chair Peter Cocuzza feels 
that SIUE has the ingredients to 
make "Fame" a success. 
''The content would be ap-
pealing to a student," Cocuzza 
said . "Certainly a college-aged 
student, because I think thev 
could identi fr \\ ith a lo t <;f 
what's going on. So, I think in 
that aspect, we ,,·i ll do very 
wdl.'' 
According m dance profcs-
,or Kri,ten Bc,r-Kinschcrft~ the 
production of .1 mmical brings 
many departments together for 
.1 common goal. Th,1t has not 
been done for quite . ome time. 
"I loYe the opportunity for 
u, to present a music.ii at SIUE. 
We h.n-en't done one during th· 
school year for quite a \\'hi lt.. 
T l11S is a great opportuni ty fo r 
us to collaborate between the 
Music Department, the Theater 
Department and the dance 
area," Besc-Kincherff said. "We 
had more students audition for 
the musical than we generally 
have and from more areas [ of 
the school] ." 
Senior theater education 
major Judy Gasser, of 
Collinsville, said her passion for 
theater stems from musicals. 
Since this is the first time that 
SIUE has had a musical during 
the school year while she has 
been a student, she was very ex-
Dance professor Kristen Best-Klnscherff leads dancers who were called back after the Friday night audition for this year's fall musical, 'Fame.' Perform-
ances run Oct. 9-14 in the Dunham Hall Theater. I Photo by Michelle Beard/ Alestle 
cited to be a part of the "Fame" 
performance. 
"I really wanted to get in 
the show because I don't know 
when they will have another 
musical again . If 1 could get just 
a role in the chorus that would 
be great, but ifI got a speaking 
role that would be great too," 
Gasser said. "I am not real par-
ticular. I'd love just to get in the 
show." 
Auditions were held not 
only held for the musical but 
also for the other theater per-
formances that will be presented 
throughout the school year. Fu-
ture performances will include 
"Too Much Light Makes the 
Baby Go Blind" in October, 
"Blazing Guns at Roaring 
Gulch" in ovember and "What 
the Butler Saw" in April. 
According to junior theater 
major Ryan Wiechmann, of 
Bloomington, auditioning once 
for mult iple shows took some 
extra work. 
"The interesting thing is 
that you arc auditioning for four 
different shows at one time, so 
you really have to pick our and 
research what show you want 
and audition for that," Wiech-
mann said. "Make your song 
kind of similar and your mono-
logue kind of similar because 
they have all these people to 
choose from for four shows." 
For the audition process, 85 
students presented a one-minute 
monologue and song of their 
choice in front of a panel of six 
auditors. If the students made 
the callback list, they returned 
the following day for dance re-
hearsals. 
Senior theater performance 
major Taylor Babb, of Spring-
field, thinks that being part of a 
theater performance is an exhil-
arating experience and enjoyed 
the audition process. 
"The auditors made me feel 
very comfortable," Babb said. 
"They were very engaged in my 
performance, so that helps when 
they actually pay attention." 
According to Cocuzza, stu-
dents cast for "Fame" will re-
hearse three to four hours a day, 
five days a week to prepare for 
the show's performances 7:30 
p.m. Oct. 9-13 and 2 p.m . Oct. 
14. 
According to "Fame" stage 
manager Brittany Chandler, a 
senior theater design major from 
East Sr. Louis, there is a lot of 
dedication when it comes to a 
performance. 
" It is 'go to class, have 
something to cat and come to 
rehearsal. ' So me of tl1em may 
have 8 a.m. classes, and so me 
may have classes all day. We 
pretty much live in Dunham 
[Hall]," Chandler said. "But 
we' re taught that the show must 
go on." 
For more information visit 
i uc. ed u/artsandscience/ theatcr 
or contact the box office at 650-
2774. 
David Pruitt can be reached at 
dpruitt@alestlefive.com or 650-3531. 
Students wait for their turn to audition for upcoming productions Friday night in Dunham Hall. I Photo by Michelle Beard / Alestle Follow Davod@ash/eyseering. 
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Cougars take tournament, beat No. 19 
JOHN LAYTON 
Alestle Sports Editor 
On their first weekend of 
regular season pla)~ the men's soccer 
team continued its success from the 
preseason by winning the Hilton 
Garden Inn Hokie Invitational. 
The Cougars (2-0 overall) beat 
Vrrginia Tcd1 3-1 in the first game 
of the tournament. TI1ey went on to 
win 1-0 over James Madison, who 
wa ranked no. 19 nationally by the 
National Soccer Coad1es 
Association of America. 
Head Coad1 Kevin Kalish aid 
he docs not put mucb stock in the 
national rankings this early in the 
year. 
"With that said, I think James 
Madison was a quality opponent," 
Kalish said. "I thought our guys 
responded very well and found a 
way to get a result'." 
Senior midfielder Brian Groark 
said it was nice to get two victories 
on the weekend, especially one 
against a top-25 team. 
"We're always striving to be in 
. the top 25," Groark said. "111is gives 
us a lot of confidence that we can 
compete on that level." 
SIUE is ranked 33rd in the 
newest NSCAA poll, released on 
Tuesday. Senior forward Kevin Stoll 
said this is just the beginning for the 
team. 
"Anytinle you're getting 
ranked, people notice," Stoll said 
"'We just played OK. We weren't 
even at our best. We know what our 
Senior forward Peter Kelly baffles for control of the boll In the game against Virginia Tech. The Cougars, now ranked no. 33 In the noHon, went on to beat the 
Hokies 3-1. Senior forward Kevin Stoll sold this Is Just the beginning for SiUE: 'Anytime you're getting ranked, people notice I Photo by 
potential is." 
Against Virginia Tech ( 1-1) 
and James Madison (0-2), the 
Cougars were good enough. The 
three goals scored against the 
Hokies all came within just over 
three minutes of one another in the 
first ha!£ Stoll and fellow forwards 
senior Jared Tejada and sophomore 
Christian Volesky were the scorers. 
Kalish said their success in the 
tournament started with their 
quality preseason. 
"We got a good 12 days where 
the group was focused," Kalish said. 
''We progressively got better each 
session, and it carried over into the 
first weekend." 
Tejada was named MVP of the 
tournament. Stoll, sophomore 
center back Matt Polster and senior 
Ryan Bauer were also named to the 
all-tournament team. 
'The awards could have went 
to a number of players, but with 
Jared having two game-winning 
goals, he really sparked the group," 
Kalish said. "Our ball movement 
and circulation was quite good, and 
our defending was equally 
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Softball looking forward to fall schedule 
GABRIEL SIMPSON 
Alestle Reporter 
The SillE Softball team has 
announced its schedule for the 
2012 fall season. Due to Division 
I rules, the Cougars can only play 
in eight games during the fall 
semester. 
The team will play in three 
tournaments, including the brand 
new Cougar Round Robin at 
Cougar Field Sept. 16. The 
Cougars will take on Parkland 
College at noon and Culver-
Stockton at 2 p.m. in a 
doubleheader to open the eason. 
This is a new twist on the 
Cougar's fall schedule. 
Traditionally, the Cougars only 
played in the Saluki Round Robin 
in Carbondale and the Illinois 
State Tournament. Head Co,1eh 
Sandy Montgomery said the team 
wanted to open the season in front 
of the SIUE faithful. 
"We decided that we wanted 
to play ~omething at home this 
year,"- Montgomery said. "We 
wanted the fans to be able to see 
our team in the fall a little bit. We 
all really just want to see our kids. 
It really doesn't matter who we 
pla)\" 
Montgomery plans to use the -
tournaments to see what kind of 
team she really has. 
"Essentially; what we want to 
accomplish this fall is to get 
everything in place for the spring 
and see what our new kids bring 
to the table. We got seven new 
players on the team," 
Montgomery said. "We also have 
two new pitchers on the pitching 
staff. We definitely want to see 
how the pitching staff is going to 
look. [Sophomore pitcher and 
infielder] Alex McDavid is fully 
healthy, so we are excited to see 
how we play on the field." 
Senior catcher Samantha 
Stanicek believes d1e team will 
come together once it plays in a 
real game. 
"It's exciting to see all the 
new player~ that we have. I really 
think that they are going to !1elp 
the team," Stanicek said. "Once 
we play for the first time, we will 
start to gel as team ." 
After their home tournament 
on Sept. 23, the Cougars .viii play 
in Carbondale in the Saluki 
Round Robin. The team will take 
on Lakeland College and SIUC. 
The Cougars will conclude their 
fall scl1cdulc Sept. 29-30 playing 
in d1e State Farm Illinois 
Collegiate Championship in 
Normal. The Cougar will take on 
DI-Springfield and Illinois State. 
McDavid , believes ,this 
tournament will be an excellent 
Sophomore midfielder Michelle Auer plays the boll on the goal line on Sunday aga inst Northern Illinois. The 
Couga rs lost the game 1-0. 
test for d1e Cougars. 
"The Illinois tournament will 
push us to perform our best," 
McDavid said. "All the Division I 
teams that are in Illinois compete 
I Photo by Kalin Haydon/ Alestle 
in this tournament. We'll sec what 
we're capable and what 
in1 provcments we need to make in 
the off season." 
According to Stanicek, 
playing tough teams early will 
help the Cougars learn how to 
wm. 
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Lance Armstrong provides life lesson 
JOHN LAYTON 
Alestfe Sports Editor 
One of the greatest things 
about sports are the special, oncc-
in-a-li fetime athletes that can 
tran cend boundarie and are an 
inspiration. 
( View from the Sidelines ) 
One of the most tragic things 
about sports is when something 
happens to remind everyone that 
these people are flawed humans as 
well. 
disease went into remission. 
Surviving cancer is a 
superhuman feat in its own right, 
but it's what Armstrong did after 
that made him a living legend. 
ot only did he win the Tour de 
France, a grueling test of human 
endurance seven times, but he 
won seven consecutive races. 
Armstrong also tarted the 
Lance Armstrong Foundation, 
which supports cancer patients. 
According to the foundation's 
website, it has raised more than 
$470 million since 1997. 
We saw one 
these role 
o d e I s 
An inspiring man from an 
athletic and a humanitarian 
standpoint, Armstrong was seen 
this as an example of the best kind of 
person you could hope 
John Layton to be. 
Sports Editor Unfortunately, like 
past week, as cyclist Lance 
Armstrong decided to stop 
fighting doping charges brought 
against him by the United States 
Anti-Doping Agenc), This means 
Armstrong's historic total of seven 
wins in the Tour de France wiU be 
taken away, as far as the USADA 
is concerned. 
Armstrong is still a hero to 
many. It's easy to understand why. 
He was diagnosed with testicular 
cancer at age 25. After going 
through multiple surgeries to 
remove his tumors and going 
through chemotherapy, the 
SOFTBALL I from pg.8 
"Since we are such a new 
tean1, playing these big games wiU 
help the team be more cohesive," 
Stanicek said . "That will help us 
out in the spring when we play big 
game . We will have that 
experience on our side. ' 
McDavid said the team is 
capable of doing great things this 
season. 
"Although we really have just 
gotten started, I have seen a 
change in our expectations," 
McDavid said. "The bar has been 
raised to a high level and I think 
everyone on the team wants to 
surpass that level and make high 
so many others, he has 
turned out to be a lesson and 
reminder about the nature of 
humanit)\ 
It doesn't matter ifhe acrually 
was doping or not. Just the story 
of his rise to the status of a hero 
to being caught up in controversy 
is enough to remind everyone that 
humans are flawed. Let's face it; 
humans are by and large poor 
choices for role models. 
Still, it happens everyday. 
People decide, for one reason or 
another, that another person is 
somehow better than the rest of 
us. Inevitabl); people eventually 
expectations even higher." 
While the team wants to win 
every game they play, 
Montgomery is not putting that 
much of emphasis on wi ns and 
losses during the fall . 
"It is always important to get 
off to a good start from a 
confident standpoint," 
Montgomery said. ''We are going 
to try and stay laid back this fall. 
We have such a new team with a 
new dynamic, so we just really 
want to focus on our team and not 
worry about the result." 
Gabriel Simpson con be reached ot 
gsimpson@otestlelive.com or 650-
3524. 
Follow Gabriel @LegendaryGSimp. 
Science A · ditorium 1105 
Lance Armstrong looks out a t the fans prior to the start of the 2010 Amgen Tour of California in Nevada City on 
Sunday, Moy 16, 2010. I Jose Luis Villegas/Sacramento Bee/MCT 
will be shocked to learn this 
person is hwnan, just like them. 
If this sounds cynical, that's 
because it probably is . It isn't 
meant to be. The lesson that 
Armstrong turned into, in my 
eyes, is that all of us humans are 
capable of great things and 
terrible things, and anything in 
between. 
What we need to do is stop 
idolizing the hell out of athletes, 
celebrities or anyone else to the 
point where they can almost do 
no harm, because there is no 
point in time when someone 
becomes unable to do harm. 
Instead, we need to start 
2012 Softball Fall Schedule 
Cougar Round Robin 
Sept I 6 vs. Parkland, 12 p.m. 
Sept 16 vs. Culver-Stockton, 2 p.m. 
Saluki Round Robin 
Sept 23 vs. Carbondale.TBA 
Sept 23 vs. Lakeland,TBA 
State Farm Illinois Collegiate Championship 
Sept. 29 vs. UI-Springfield, 2:30 p.m. 
Sept. 29 vs. Ill inois State, 5 p.m. 
taking our inspiration from the 
actions of other people, not the 
people themselves . Great people 
can also be horrible people; great 
deeds are great deeds. 
John Layton can be reached at 
jlayton@olestlelive.com or 650-3524. 
Follow John @ohnmlayton. 
alestlelive 
where to get your news 
alton eastsaintlouis edwardsville 
[Fill out an Online Application 
Approwal will take 
approximately 2 4 hours 
~ Bikes will be checked out 
at Student Fitness Center 
,Ill' -Equipment Issue 
Sponsoreel by Sustainability Aelvisory Croup (SAC) 
1 o // The Aleslle www.alesllelive.com 
MSOC I from pg.8 
impressive." 
Tejada also scored the only goal 
of the game against James Madison. 
The Cougars took 17 total shots 
against Vrrginia Tech and allowed 
two. SIDE took and allowed seven 
shots against J arnes Madison. 
Kalish said the psychological 
aspect of the game is one of junior 
goalkeeper John Bemer's strengths. 
"John's a pretty mature goalie," 
Kalish said. ''He's able to tune in for 
the full 90 minutes." 
With their first weekend in the 
rearview mirror., the Cougars have 
little time to rest before their next 
test. This weekend, the team travels 
to Omaha, Neb., to compete in the 
Americas Classic. SIDE will face no. 
7 Akron and no. 34 Rutgers. 
Stoll said the tournament will 
be a true test of the team's character. 
Thursdav.August30, 2012 
with two real tough teams," Stoll 
said. 
Kalish said the team is eager to 
see how they stack up against 
tougher competition. 
"We're looking at it as an 
opportunity to see how we measure 
up against two of the best teams in 
the country," Kalish said. 
With the e::>qx:rience of their 
first weekend, Stoll said the team 
knows what to expect from other 
ranked teams. 
''Everyone knows what it's 
going to take to beat these teams," 
Stoll said. "We just hope to continue 
to win and continue to get better. 
Eventually, it's going to pay off in the 
end." 
SIDE's no-1: game is at 4:30 
p.m. Friday against Rutgers at the 
Amertias Classic. 
Men's soccer starts the season on Aug. 24 at the Virginia Tech Tournament. Junior forward Kevin Stoll said the 
team has high hopes f on the road.' I Alestle file photo 
"This upcoming weekend is 
going to be a real tough weekend, 
John Layton con be reached at 
jloyton@olestfelive.com or ~3524. 
Follow John @ohnmloyton. 
we ·It.] you. do you us? 
facebook.com/alestlelive 
D.on't n1iss SIUe DAY __ 201,i 
10·,rm'i-t·2.,p:m:fi:ir;t -· ! Rciily ···weekl 
September 10 -14; 2012 · -
MUC - Goshen Lounge 
Monday 
9.10.12 
Stop by our booth and enter to win a SIUE 
Super Fan Basket, including a digital 
camera and SlUE spirit wear! Plus you will 
have an opportunity to win a free t-shirt, 
candy, and more! lstmidamerica.org 
Tuesday 
9.11.12 A H.EGI01 'S 
Open a new checking account and receive 
FREE earbuds! 
(Glen Carbon branches on 1S7 & 159 only) 
• Customize your Regions Visa18 CheckCard with 
YourPix Studio 
• Keep track of account activi ty through Online 
and Mobile Banking with Alerts 
• Earn Regions Cash.back Rewards,® through 
online banking, for qua lifying purchases on 
your Regions Visa CheckCard 
• Pay bills with Online and Mobile Banking with 
Bill Pay 
• Access your money more easily with more 





First 100 individuals to stop by the SCU 
Booth will receive a free t-shirt! 





Come view our e Jewelry Collection 
• First 50 will receive Hudson Jewelers 
Limited Edition XOXO tote bag 
• Enter for a chance to win a $100 Gift 
Certificate & other great prizes! 




Stop by and discover Enclave! Look 
through ho using unit layou ts, secure an 
apa.rtment and receive $50 off Enclave's 
admin istration fee. enclaveinfo.com 
Wednesday 
9.12.12 
Rally Week Special: 
Sept. 10-14, present your SlUE student, staff or 
faculty ID, and receive half-price Surge Card 
credits for Edison's arcade, The Laboratory of 
Fun! (maximum purchase per guest is $20 for 
$40 worth of points) . 
Standing Discounts for SIUE students/ 
faculty / staff 
• $1 off per game of bowling or $5 off an hour 
of bowling 
• $1 off per game of laser tag or $3 off unlimited 
laser tag 
• 10% off food and soft drinks (excludes alcohol) 
Discounts may not be used in conj unction with any 
other discount, promotion or special 
edisonsfun .com 





Open a new checking account and receive 
a FREE SIUE Hooded Sweatshirt! 
PLUS 
If you have Direct Deposit from SllJE 
you'll also receive a $150 BONUS to your 




First 150 to stop by will receive a Tan Co 
stadium cup filled with lotion samples. 
Student Specials = $18.88/ mo unlimited 
tanning membership plus free $20 in upgrades 
when you sign up. 
$10 Mystic Tons 
$25 Heated Evolv. Custom Spray 
Plus other TEEN and Student/Teacher specials 
available in store. thetanco.com 
s1ue Friday 9.14.12 
Credit Union 
The SIUE Credit Union will host a local 
caricature artist to draw your portrait. Lot's 
of fun to see yourself through the eyes of 
an artist. siuecu.org 
find us on 
Facebook 
Thursdav, August 30, 2012 
ALESTLE 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GIVE YOU MORE! 
Place your classified ad at a time 
convenient for you using our 
easy, secure online interface at 
alestlelive.com/classifieds 
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES: 
10 word minimum for all ads. 
20 cents a word 1-2 insertions, per insertion 
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per insertion 
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion 
Print Extras: 
All bold, additional $5 
Web Extras Vary 
Please schedule your ad carefully as 
we cannot offer refunds. Corrections 
must be noted on the first day 
the ad appears in the newspaper. 
Deadlines: 
By noon Monday for Wednesday issue 
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528 
or e-mail classifieds@alestlelive.com 
Alestle Office Hours: 
MUC 2022 
8 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday 
HELP WANTED 
Child Care Worker, Part-Time 
Early Explorations, a high-quality 
child care center located in 
University Park at SIUE, is seeking a 
part-time employee to work 
10:30am-2:30pm to assist in 
covering lunch breaks for our 
teaching staff. This person will work 
with children infant thru 5 years-of-
age. Resposibilities will include 
direct care of children , engaging in 
age-appropriate learning activities, 
and basic housekeeping tasks while 
children nap. Education students 
and experience are preferred, but not 
necessary. 
If interested, please forward your 
resume and availability to Lynn. 
Email jenniefuller16@yahoo.com 
THE CYCLERY AND FITNESS 
CENTER IS LOOKING FOR BOTH 
FULL AND PART TIME HELP IN 
BOTH SALES AND SERVICES. 
MUST BE SELF MOTIVATED, GOOD 
WITH PEOPLE AND HAVE A 
POSITIVE ATTITUDE. NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. APPLY 
WITH IN 618.692.0070.now 978-
5044 
FOR RENT 
3 bdrm,2 bath 
Stove, fridge, D/w furnished. Non-
refundable credit check fee: $45 
Deposit: $950, 2 blocks from bike 
trail, Electricity/gas not included. 






Development Program & 
Volunteer Services 
Sept. 6, 4 p.m., MUC International Room 
Modules 
Time Management - 2 p.m., Sept. 4, MUC International Rm. 
Jamartae Jackson 
Assistant Community Director of SIUE University Housing 
Delegation - 2 p.m., Sept. 5, MUC International Rm. 
Jamie Matthews 
Community Director of SIUE University Housing 
SLDP Reminders .... 
Volunteer Projects 
Sept.6-
Project Read Orientation 
Sept. 8 - The Gardens at STUE 
Sept. 8- Eagle's Nest 
Sept.13-
Project Read Training I 
Sept. 15 - St. Vmcent DePaul 
Sept. 15-
Lutheran Senior Services 
Sept. 20- The Gardens at SlUE 
Sept.20-
Project Read Training II 
Sept. 21-The Gardens at SIUE 
Sept. 22 - Willoughby Farm 
Sept.27-
Project Read Training 1H 
Sept. 29 - Granite City APA 
Sept.29-
Walk to End Alzheimer's 
For more information and the calendar, contact: 
Kimmel Leadership Center at ext. 2686 
or visit the website www.siue.edu/kimmel 
www.alestlellve.com 
Roommate Wanted 
Roommate wanted to live with 4 
other females in a 5 bedroom house. 
All utilities & internet included. 
Private pool in yard. Washer/Dryer. 
10 min from SIUE. 400 rent/400 sec 
dep. Call Jackie at 314-346-1051 
Email rkutter@earthlink.net 
Seeking responsible female 
roommate to share large 2 bedroom 
apartment. $516/mo. Country 
setting, views, walk-paths , patio, 
laundry, 2 full baths, 2 living areas, 
off-street parking, utilities, internet 
included gfields@siue.edu 
For Rent 
Furnished efficiency in Leclaire dish 
TV internet non-smoking male with 
references $520/mo incl all utilities 
(618)972-0948 
Remodeled multi level downtown 
All updated contemporary house 
close to Main St and bike trail. 
Available ASAP. 3 Bedroom 1 bath. 
Washer and Dryer included. E-Mail 
Stu 
E m a i · 
stu@corporateflooringgroup.com 
2 and 3 Bedroom Townhomes 
2BR 1.5BA $825/month. 3BR 2.5BA 
$1260/month. W/d hook-up, 
microwave, dishwasher, oven/range, 
refrigerator. Select units free basic 
cable. Pet-friendly. Move-in specials! 
Cherry Hills Properties 
618-692-9310 
MI SC ELLAN EOUS 
FREE Faith-Based Books! 
www.sowersseed.org1 
The Alestle // 11 
)te14'1ff 011J ~~btt, f tte-
44 o East Vandalia St. · 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 
We apologize for last week's misprint, The correct phone nvmber is: 
Mention This Ad For 2 5%/D[fiF 
With Stylist Heather Holland 
want to write for an award-winning 
student newspaper? 
we' re looking for you. 
OUTDOOR SOCCER 
LEAGUE REGISTRATION DUE SEPTEMBER 5 
REGISTER ONLINE 24/7 @SIUE.EDU/CREC/INTRAMURAL f-" 
YOUTH SWIM LESSONS 
SATURDAY MORNINGS BEGINNING,SEPTEMBER 15 
CHILD .. OF STUDENT: $2$ 
CHILD OF FACULTY/STAFF/SFC MEMBER: $35 
REGISTER AT SFC RECEPTION DESK 
** PRIVATE SWIM LESSONS ALSO AVAILABLE ** 
GROUP FITNESS 
BECOME A GROUP FITNESS INSTRUCTOR 
ACE 12-WEEK COURSE BEGINS WEEK OF 9/18 
INFORMATION MEETING SEPTEMBER 11 AT 4:30PM 
WELLNESS CENTER 
GOOD LUCIC. BASS MASTER'S 
THREE TEAMS FROM CLUB COMPETING AT THE 
CENTRAL CONFERENCE REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
AT CARLYLE LAKE ~ 
SEPTEMBER 6 - SEPTEMBER 8 . s~ 
C O \JG ,\aS 
12 // The Alestle 
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis 
ACROSS 1 2 3 4 5 
www.alestlellve.com Thursday, August 30, 2012 
Check out the site 
1 Where a canary 
sings ,. 
6 Loser's 1,,17,..+--1------1- 1-------, for YOUNG ADULTS 
catchphrase 
11 Blackjack variable 1,,,20....+----+---1----4----l ......... 
14 Last Olds mcxlel 
15 Living proof 
16 Test to the max 





20 Assumed name 
21 Diamond offense 
23Skelton's 
Kadiddlehopper 




Enter to win vaWlu9.bH/e,;~n;~J ~~~=: like a 
laptop, 11, 
31 Levi's alternative 1,,53,....+----+---i------l----l~ 
32 Mini successors 
33 Henhouse 
37 Scout's honor 








44 Watch face 
display, briefly 
45 Red, blue and 
green food 
colors? 
49 Lesser partner 
52 Southern cuisine 
staple 
53 Trucker's view 
56 "Same old, same 
old" 
60 Airport 100+ 
miles NW of PIT 




65 Ready and then 
some 
66 Mud bath site? 
67 ltty-bitty 
68 Impedes 
By Marti DuGuay-Carpenter 
4 Exercise unit Last Week's Puzzle Solved 
5Pilgrimage 
destination 
6 'Wait, Wait ... 
Dont Tell Me!" 
airer 
7 Relative of mine 
8Yes-or-no 
decision method 
9 Original home of 
the Poor Glares 
1 O Raise canines? 
11 Ready to swing 




18 Low life? 






(c)2012 Tribune Media S.rvicea, Inc. 8124/12 
35 Almost never, 
maybe 
36 Pea jackets 
38 Amber, for one 
40Caroling 






1 Literary nickname 






28 Series of rings 




34 Like some 
garage floors 
consequences 
43 Pressing needs? 




55 Diet. entries 
57 Food fought over 
in old ads 
Visit www.scu.org for a list of 
branch locations. 
3 Forfeited wheels 
48 First stage of 
grief 
49 Serious players 
'Jj 
58 "Man, it's hot!" 
59 Redgp. 
62 Rejection 
It ncuts CIII be pieked IP ltt the MUC ltlfor11atto11 Peak I . f Fru for stvde"h· iii tf for Faculty/Staff. 
Dino Datldlvu 
Saturday, September 22~ 2012 
lO:OOa.m, 
Mo rr1s Univ1mlty Ce~r 
Mississippi/Ufino1s Room (Upperleva) 
Havey- u ever won<mred how fossns are 
formed? Join usas W@lookatwhatlife was like 
during the time of dlnosaursl Hands-onactlvl-
ties will help kids discuss th@ most fascinating 
creatures to e.ver existu 
Presented by the St Louis Science Center 
stirring After Sul'lllt 
Saturday, Odoblr 13, 2012 
lOOOa.m, 
Moms University Cooter 
Mlssissfppi/1Uinois Room (Upper Level) 
Join us as we immerseourselVes fn 
nature at night In this 
interactive program. we win tirten to 
Big Scltnc1! 
NOYlffl bar, 10, 2011 
10:00am. 
Moms University Cenb!r 
Mississippi/Ulinois Room (Upp« L@wl) 
Experience science wonders tdh big aod sman 
with these hands-on sdenm activities! Discover 
too C!ffects of air pnmure on eggs and shaving 
cream, expand perimeter and step through an 
index card, and have a baU 
with kinetic mergyU Observe everyday items grow 
and shrink right in front of your l!yesl 
Presented l7f the Magic House 
animal night cans, hear a story, and get dose to live 
nocturnal animals] This is the perfuct chanc@to get ~ 
into the Halloween spirit! 
C s. 
c.unpu, Atthlllt· Uoor-d 
It's Showtlm . 
*'Friday, Dlc1mb1r 14. 201r• 
7:00 p.m. 
Dunham HaUToeater 
This show wiN be oo a Friday 
night instead of a 5aturda-j morn-
ing. Come and join us as we get 
into the 
Christmas spirit tr, watching a 
s»rformaoc:e orA Gnome for 
Christmas: Enjoy some tasty 
treats in the Gosh,m Lounge 
before we goto the sho '41 
